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What is a micro-

factory?
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1 It’s small(er)

2 Tech enabled

3 On demand

4 Localized

5 Autonomous?

What is a micro-

factory?



What’s 

inside?



SUPPLY CHAIN
RISK/COMPLEXITY

COST

WASTE

CO2

WHY?
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How it works – The “4 

Ds”

DECENTRALIZE DECARBONIZE DE-RISK DECREASE $



Were can 
we find 
micro-

factories?



What about food 
manufacturing?







Can you search the web for an example of micro-factories in the food industry other than 
Unilever?



Can you search the web for an example of micro-factories in the food industry other than 
Unilever?

In the food manufacturing industry, Relocalize is a notable example of a company 
leveraging micro-factories. They have partnered with Southeastern Grocers to introduce 
Party Cubes, the world's first hyper-local, certified plastic-negative, packaged ice 
produced on-site and on-demand at their micro-factory. This process significantly 
reduces water waste and trucking CO2 emissions, showcasing an innovative approach to 
sustainable and localized food production.



Challenges / Barriers
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1
Food automation tech lags 
other sectors

2
Major transformations 
are HARD 

3
It only works well for certain 
products

Challenges / Barriers
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Where micro-factories make sense

HEAVY HIGH CUBE 
FILL

SIMPLE INPUT 
SUPPLY CHAIN

EXPENSIVE 
STORAGE



90% transport CO2 vs 
regional competitors 

10% wholesale cost 
saving

>70% distribution 
operations cost reduction

Zero middle mile logistics 
and upstream supply chain risk

>60% retail operations 
cost  and waste (“shrink”) 
savings

Real world results at Relocalize
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90% transport CO2 vs 
regional competitors 

10% wholesale cost 
saving

70% distribution operations 
cost reduction

Zero middle mile logistics 
and upstream supply chain risk

60% retail operations cost  
and waste (“shrink”) savings

>30% total cost 
reduction 

+

ESG impact
+

Supports retail 
CEO priorities

Real world results at Relocalize





Food & beverage supply un-chained
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